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We present a logi -based formalism for modeling of dialogues between
intelligent and autonomous software agents, building on a theory of abstra t dialogue
games whi h we present. The formalism enables representation of omplex dialogues
as sequen es of moves in a ombination of dialogue games, and allows dialogues to
be embedded inside one another. The formalism is omputational and its modular
nature enables di erent types of dialogues to be represented.
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1.

Introdu tion

Autonomous intelligent software agents have be ome an important new
paradigm in omputer s ien e [16℄. In this paradigm, dis rete software
entities | autonomous agents | intera t to a hieve individual or
group obje tives, on the basis of possibly di erent sets of assumptions,
beliefs, preferen es and obje tives. For instan e, agents may negotiate
the pur hase of goods or servi es from other agents, seek information
from them, or ollaborate with them to a hieve some ommon task.
Re ently, argumentation theory, the formal study of human argument
and dialogue, has been proposed for modeling agent intera tions, for
example by Parsons and Jennings [27, 28℄, and Reed [32℄.
Reed's work built on a typology of human dialogues due to Walton and Krabbe [36℄, and we start from the same typology, whi h we
summarize in Se tion 2. Several of these atomi dialogue types have
been modeled by means of formal dialogue games, adopted from the
philosophy of argumentation, and Se tion 2 ontinues with a presentation of the generi elements of su h games. Our ultimate obje tive
in this work is to represent omplex dialogues o urren es whi h may
involve more than one atomi type, e.g. dialogues whi h may ontain
sub-dialogues embedded within them. We are drawn, as was Reed [32℄,
to an hierar hi al representation. Our formalism is presented in Se tion
3, and it integrates a dialogue game model of atomi types with a for2002 Kluwer A ademi Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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malism for ombining multiple dialogues of potentially di erent types.
Our formalism also enables representation of dialogues about dialogues.
In Se tion 4, we illustrate our formalism with an example involving a
dialogue o urren e of multiple types between a potential buyer and a
potential seller of se ond-hand ars. Finally, Se tion 5 dis usses related
and future resear h.
2.

Dialogues and Dialogue Games

2.1. Types of dialogues
An in uential model of human dialogues is the typology of primary dialogue types of argumentation theorists Doug Walton and Erik Krabbe
[36℄. This ategorization is based upon the information the parti ipants have at the ommen ement of a dialogue (of relevan e to the
topi of dis ussion), their individual goals for the dialogue, and the
goals they share. Information-Seeking Dialogues are those where
one parti ipant seeks the answer to some question(s) from another
parti ipant, who is believed by the rst to know the answer(s). In
Inquiry Dialogues the parti ipants ollaborate to answer some question or questions whose answers are not known to any one parti ipant.
Persuasion Dialogues involve one parti ipant seeking to persuade
another to a ept a proposition he or she does not urrently endorse.
In Negotiation Dialogues, the parti ipants bargain over the division
of some s ar e resour e. Here, the goal of the dialogue | a division of
the resour e a eptable to all | may be in on i t with the individual
goals of the parti ipants. Parti ipants of Deliberation Dialogues
ollaborate to de ide what a tion or ourse of a tion should be adopted
in some situation. Here, parti ipants share a responsibility to de ide the
ourse of a tion, or, at least, they share a willingness to dis uss whether
they have su h a shared responsibility. Note that the best ourse of
a tion for a group may on i t with the preferen es or intentions of
ea h individual member of the group; moreover, no one parti ipant
may have all the information required to de ide what is best for the
group. In Eristi Dialogues, parti ipants quarrel verbally as a substitute for physi al ghting, aiming to vent per eived grievan es. Sin e
these dialogues are not generally rule-governed, we do not dis uss them
further in this paper.
Most a tual dialogue o urren es | both human and agent | involve mixtures of these dialogue types. A pur hase transa tion, for
example, may ommen e with a request from a potential buyer for
information from a seller, pro eed to a persuasion dialogue, where the
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seller seeks to persuade the potential buyer of the importan e of some
feature of the produ t, and then transition to a negotiation, where ea h
party o ers to give up something he or she desires in return for something else. The two parties may or may not be aware of the di erent
nature of their dis ussions at ea h phase, or of the transitions between
phases. Instan es of individual dialogue types ontained entirely within
other dialogue types are said to be embedded [36℄.
2.2. Dialogue games
Formal dialogue games are intera tions between two or more players,
where ea h player \moves" by making utteran es, a ording to a dened set of rules. Although they date from the time of Aristotle [11℄,
they have found re ent appli ation in philosophy, in omputational
linguisti s and in Arti ial Intelligen e (AI). In philosophy, dialogue
games have been used to study falla ious reasoning [11, 20℄ and to
develop a game-theoreti semanti s for intuitionisti and lassi al logi
[19℄. In linguisti s, they have been used to explain sequen es of human
utteran es [17℄, with subsequent appli ation to ma hine-based natural
language pro essing and generation [15℄, and to human- omputer intera tion [2℄. Within AI, they have been applied to modeling omplex
human reasoning, for example in legal domains [31℄, and as the basis
for systems to support publi argumentation [9℄. More re ently, dialogue games have found appli ation in AI as the basis for proto ols for
intera tions between autonomous software agents, e.g. [1, 5, 33℄.
Formal dialogue-game models have been presented for several of
the atomi dialogue types in the typology of Walton and Krabbe [36℄.
These in lude: persuasion dialogues [22, 30, 36℄; information-seeking
dialogues [15℄; negotiations [1, 33℄; and deliberations [14℄. In addition,
game formalisms have been proposed for ertain ombinations of atomi
types, su h as for the formation of teams [5℄ and of olle tive intentions
[6℄, both of whi h involve ombinations of persuasion and negotiation
dialogues. Building on these parti ular game models and on attempts
to abstra t general games [3, 21, 30℄, we an identify several types
of dialogue game rules. We rst assume that the topi s of dis ussion
between the agents an be represented in some logi al language, whose
well-formed formulae are denoted by the lower- ase Roman letters, p,
q , r , et . The omponents of a dialogue game are then:
Commen ement Rules: Rules whi h de ne the ir umstan es under
whi h the dialogue ommen es.
Lo utions: Rules whi h indi ate what utteran es are permitted. Typi ally, legal lo utions permit parti ipants to assert propositions,
Agent Dialogue Games
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permit others to question or ontest prior assertions, and permit
those asserting propositions whi h are subsequently questioned or
ontested to justify their assertions. Justi ations may involve the
presentation of a proof of the proposition or an argument for it.
The dialogue game rules may also permit parti ipants to utter
propositions to whi h they assign di ering degrees of ommitment,
for example: one may merely propose a proposition, a spee h a t
whi h entails less ommitment than would an assertion of the same
proposition.1
Combination Rules: Rules whi h de ne the dialogi al ontexts under whi h parti ular lo utions are permitted or not, or obligatory
or not. For instan e, it may not be permitted for a parti ipant to
assert a proposition p and subsequently the proposition :p in the
same dialogue, without in the interim having retra ted the former
assertion.
Commitments: Rules whi h de ne the ir umstan es under whi h
parti ipants express ommitment to a proposition. Typi ally, the
assertion of a laim p in the debate is de ned as indi ating to the
other parti ipants some level of ommitment to, or support for, the
laim. Sin e [11℄, formal dialogue systems typi ally establish and
maintain publi sets of ommitments, alled ommitment stores,
for ea h parti ipant; these stores are usually non-monotoni , in the
sense that parti ipants an also retra t ommitted laims, although
possibly only under de ned ir umstan es.
Termination Rules: Rules that de ne the ir umstan es under whi h
the dialogue ends.
Two omments are appropriate on this generi model of dialogue
games. Firstly, in the omputational linguisti s tradition, dialogue games have been used to explain and to generate sequen es of (human
or ma hine) utteran es [15, 17℄. Here, the intentions of the speaker are
important, and so play a key role in an in uential model of dialogue
[10℄. Similar onsiderations have led designers of multi-agent systems
to link utteran es in a dialogue with the mental states of the parti ipants, as in the operational semanti s for agent spee h a ts of [4℄. This
has led some designers of dialogue game proto ols, e.g. [1℄, to impose
onditions on utteran es, allowing agents to assert a statement only
when they themselves believe it. However, su h rationality onditions
1

For example, propositions with impli itly di erent levels of ommitment may
be presented in the dialogue games of [36℄; degrees of ommitment are expressed
expli itly in the system of [22℄.
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an never be ompletely veri ed, as it will always be possible to design a suÆ iently- lever agent able to simulate insin erely any required
mental state [37℄. One response to this problem is the so ial semanti s
of [35℄, in whi h agents de lare publi ly their mental states, for example
their beliefs and intentions, in the dialogue, and these de larations are
used as a semanti s for the spee h a ts uttered. However, even these
de larations may be insin ere. In ontrast, here we suggest that agent
dialogue proto ols should be de ned in purely synta ti al terms, so
that onforman e with the proto ol may always be veri ed by observing a tual agent utteran es.2 Indeed, be ause our intended appli ation
domains are omputational systems, non- onforming utteran es an be
pre luded from being broad ast to other parti ipants.
A se ond omment relates to ommitments. In the philosophi al
tradition of dialogue games [11, 20, 36℄, ommitments are understood
as solely dialogi al, e.g. speakers who utter an assertion lo ution are
required to defend these assertions if subsequently questioned or hallenged. The statements uttered may bear no relationship with any
reality external to the dialogue, so, for example, speakers may not
ne essarily believe statements they endorse in the dialogue. However,
the use of dialogue games to model human dis ourses or as proto ols for
agent intera tions, leads to a di erent understanding of a ommitment,
namely as a statement with some external referant. In a negotiation dialogue, for instan e, the utteran e of an o er may express a willingness to
undertake a subsequent transa tion on the terms ontained in the o er.
For this reason, we distinguish between dialogi al ommitments, whi h
in ur burdens on the speaker only inside the dialogue, and semanti
ommitments, whi h in ur burdens on the speaker in the world beyond
the dialogue. This distin tion will be useful later.
As mentioned above, dialogue game models have been arti ulated
for most of the atomi types of dialogues in the typology of Walton and
Krabbe. Given these, how may we then represent dialogue o urren es
whi h onsist of ombinations of di erent types? The only proposal
known to us is that of Reed [32℄, who de nes a formalism alled a
Dialogue Frame. This is a 4-tuple, where the rst element identi es
the type of dialogue; the se ond element, the obje t of the dialogue (a
belief, an a tion-plan, a sales- ontra t, et ); the third element, the topi
of the dialogue (understood as an element of some database related to
the obje t); and the fourth element, the sequen e of utteran es made by
the parti ipants to the dialogue during its a tual o urren e. Utteran es
are statements assumed taken from some di tionary agreed between the
parti ipants, along with arguments for these statements. Utteran es
Agent Dialogue Games

2

This proto ol property is termed externalization in [13℄.
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an also in lude requests to swit h to a di erent dialogue type, and,
if agreed by the parti ipants, the new dialogue type then ontinues
until ompleted or until a swit h to another type o urs. Hen e, this
formalism permits both the fun tional embedding of di erent dialogue
types and sequential ombinations of di erent dialogues or dialogue
types.
However, the fourth elements of Reed's Dialogue Frame are re ords
of a dialogue o urren e (real or hypotheti al), in terms of legal utteran es. This representation does not spe ify the form of su h utteran es,
nor the rules that govern their formation, issuan e and e e ts. Thus,
the formalism, although admirably exible, is des riptive and not generative; Dialogue Frames are analogous to tape-re ordings of human
onversations, rather than to the rules of syntax and dis ourse used
by the speakers in the onversations re orded. We seek a formalism
whi h an in orporate su h rules of syntax and dis ourse | in our
ase, the formal dialogue game rules for ea h type of dialogue | as
well as representing the nesting of one dialogue-type inside another.
The next se tion presents our formalism for this representation.
3.

Formal Dialogue Frameworks

We now present a three-level hierar hi al formalism for agent dialogues.
At the lowest level are the topi s whi h are the subje ts of dialogues.
At the next level are the dialogues themselves | instantiations of
persuasions, inquiries, et , and ombinations of these | whi h we
represent by means of formal dialogue games. At the highest level
are ontrol dialogues, where agents de ide whi h dialogues to enter,
if any. Our motivation for this stru ture is the Game Logi of Rohit
Parikh [26, 29℄, whi h was a dynami logi formalism [12℄ developed
for representing and studying the formal properties of games in multigame ontexts. However, while Game Logi has provided the starting
point, our formalism di ers from it in several aspe ts.
We assume throughout this Se tion that dialogues are being undertaken by nite set of distin t software agents, denoted A, whose
individual members are denoted by lower- ase Roman letters, a, b,
, et . We further assume that the agents involved are (or represent)
reasonable, onsenting parti ipants in the dialogues. One impli ation of
this assumption is that no parti ular dialogue may ommen e without
the onsent of all those agents parti ipating. This is an assumption not
shared by Game Logi , whi h sometimes permits one player to hoose
unilaterally the type of game to be played. We do assume, however, that
the parti ipating agents have agreed to join the ontrol-level dialogue.
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Another impli ation of the assumption that the agents are onsenting
and reasonable is that no agent may be for ed to in ur a ommitment.
Agent Dialogue Games

3.1. Topi layer
Topi s are matters under dis ussion by the parti ipating agents, and
we assume that they an be represented in a suitable logi L. Topi s are
denoted by the lower- ase Roman letters p, q, r, et . We assume that all
the matters of interest to the parti ipating agents an be represented in
this logi al language. Topi s may refer either to real-world obje ts or to
states of a airs, and the formalism presented below an a ommodate
either interpretation. Note that L may be a modal language, ontaining
for instan e temporal or deonti modalities.
3.2. Dialogue layer
At the next level in the hierar hy we model parti ular types of dialogues, using the generi theory of formal dialogue games presented in
Se tion 2. We examine the omponents of this theory in turn. Firstly,
onsider Commen ement Rules. Be ause our agents are onsenting parti ipants, a parti ular dialogue o urren e annot ommen e without
the agreement of all those involved. Su h agreement may itself only
be rea hed after a dialogue on erning the desirability or otherwise of
ondu ting su h a dialogue on the spe i ed topi at that parti ular
time. For this reason, we model the ommen ement rules by means of
their own dialogue, the Commen ement Dialogue; this is des ribed with
the Control Layer in the next subse tion. As explained there, agreement
rea hed during a ommen ement dialogue on erning a parti ular type
of dialogue on a spe i ed topi leads to the immediate ommen ement
of that dialogue-type on that topi , whi h is then said to be open.
Next, Lo utions are legal dialogue moves made by dialogue parti ipants regarding the dis ussion topi s, within a parti ular dialogue
game. Su h moves may in lude assertions, ontestations, justi ations,
et , and we denote them by lower- ase Greek letters, , , et . Be ause
in most dialogue games these moves refer to parti ular topi s, we sometimes write (p) for a move  whi h on erns dis ussion topi p. We
assume that all dialogue games ontain a rule whi h asserts that parti ipants to a dialogue may only utter lo utions in the dialogue while the
dialogue is open. For any dialogue game G, the set of legal lo utions is
denoted by G, or by  when only one game is under onsideration. We
assume that every dialogue game has a legal lo ution whi h proposes to
the parti ipants that they interrupt the urrent dialogue and return to
the Control Layer. This lo ution an be made by any parti ipant at any
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time.3 We denote this lo ution by PROPOSE RETURN CONTROL.
Any debate over whether or not to undertake this return to the Control
Layer is assumed itself to be undertaken in the Control Layer, sin e it
is a generi dialogue not part of any one dialogue type.
Thirdly, Combination Rules de ne whi h lo utions are valid in whi h
di erent dialogi al ir umstan es. Imagine a dialogue whi h pro eeds
through su essive utteran es, whi h we may all rounds, numbered
1, 2, 3, : : :. We ould think, therefore, of a dialogue of k rounds as a
sequen e (of length k) from the ross-produ t set k . We only onsider
nite dialogues, but they may be arbitrarily long. The Combination
rules spe ify that not all possible utteran es are valid in every round of
the dialogue, or that ertain utteran es are required at ertain rounds.
Suppose then, for ea h round k we de ne the set M k to be that
subset of utteran es  whi h are valid under the ombination rules
at round k. The utteran es valid at round k will depend upon what
utteran es were made in prior rounds, so M k will be a fun tion of
all of M 1 ; M 2 ; : : : ; M k 1 . We may view the ombination rules at ea h
round as (possibly multiple-valued) fun tions whi h de ne the valid
utteran es at round k on the basis of those utteran es valid in previous
rounds. The valid utteran es at any round k will be the interse tion
of the images of the set of ombination rules at that round. In other
words, ea h ombination rule, Rik , at round k an be onsidered as a
fun tion Rik from k to 2, su h that
\ Image (Rk (M 1  M 2  M 3 : : :  M k 1))
Mk =
i
i

In addition, some ombination rules may spe ify for ea h lo ution what
other lo utions, if any, must have pre eded it, for it to be legally uttered.
Those lo utions whi h do not have any su h pre onditions onstitute
pre isely the set of valid lo utions at the rst round of the dialogue,
and so we have a parti ular ombination fun tion whi h maps  to 2 ,
and whose image is M 1 . For any dialogue game G, we denote the set
of ombination fun tions by RG.
We an readily see how the representation des ribed here aptures
di erent types of ombination rules. For instan e, many dialogue games
(e.g. [22℄) require assertions, when ontested, to be then justi ed by
the agent who made the assertion. Thus, the move asserta(p) made
at one round by agent a and then followed at a subsequent round by
the move ontestb(p) made by agent b obliges agent a to subsequently
move justif ya(p). Su h a ombination rule an be represented by a
set of ombination fun tions whi h map M 1  M 2  M 3 : : :  M k 2 
3
This is an example of a metalinguisti utteran e alled a Point of Order in [11,
p. 284℄.
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f ontestb(p)g to M k = fjustif ya(p)g, when asserta(p) 2 M i , for some
i = 1; 2; : : : ; k 2. Of ourse, we would also need to spe ify that the
exe ution of ontestb(p) in round k 1 was the rst su h ontestation
subsequent to the exe ution of asserta(p) in round i, or that multiple
utteran es of ontestations of a proposition are not legal.
Next, we may also model rules whi h de ne Commitments, this time
by means of fun tions similar to truth-valuation fun tions in logi . For
ea h agent a 2 A parti ipating in the dialogue we de ne a's Commitment Fun tion CFa as a fun tion whi h maps nite sequen es in
M 1  M 2  M 3 : : :  M k  : : : to subsets of L, by asso iating a set
of propositions with ea h ombination of legal dialogue moves. Those
subsets of L whi h are ontained in the image of CFa are alled Commitment Stores for a. We denote the restri tion of CFa to the k -th
round by CFak , and the set of possible ommitment stores of agent a at
round k, by P CSak  P(L). Thus CFak is the fun tion CFa restri ted
to the domain M 1  M 2  M 3 : : :  M k , and its image is P CSak . We
denote the set of ommitment fun tions for dialogue G by CF G.
Finally, we onsider Termination Rules. These are rules whi h allow
or require the dialogue to end upon a hieving ertain onditions. For
example, a Persuasion Dialogue may end when all the agents involved
a ept the proposition at issue. We an therefore model termination
rules in a similar fashion to ombination rules, by means of fun tions
T whi h map valid ombinations of utteran es to the set f0; 1g, where
the symbol 1 denotes the termination of the dialogue and the symbol
0 its ontinuation. That is, ea h fun tion T maps nite sequen es in
M 1  M 2  M 3 : : :  M k to f0; 1g, for arbitrary k . For any dialogue
game G, we denote the set of termination fun tions by T G.
A dialogue may also terminate when all the parti ipants agree to
so terminate it. This may o ur even though the dialogue may not yet
have ended, for instan e, when a persuasion dialogue does not result
in all the parti ipants a epting the proposition at issue. As with the
Commen ement Dialogue, we an model this with a spe i type of
ontrol-level dialogue, whi h we term the Termination Dialogue. This
is dis ussed with the Control Layer in the next subse tion.
Given a set of parti ipating agents A, we then de ne a formal
dialogue G as a 4-tuple (G; RG ; T G; CF G), where G is the set of
legal lo utions, RG the set of ombination fun tions, T G the set of
termination fun tions, and CF G the set of ommitment fun tions. We
omit the supers ript G if this auses no onfusion.
Agent Dialogue Games
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The ontrol layer seeks to represent the sele tion of spe i dialogue
types and transition between these types. In Game Logi [26℄, this
sele tion is undertaken by one or other of the parti ipants de iding autonomously, and this is represented by the game sort. Be ause our appliation domain involves onsenting agents, the sele tion of dialogue-type
may itself be the subje t of debate between the agents on erned. Our
formalism therefore needs to represent su h debate. As suggested in the
des ription of the Dialogue Layer, we do this by de ning ertain ontrol
dialogues, namely the Commen ement Dialogue and the Termination
Dialogue. These an be modeled by formal dialogue games using the
same stru ture as for the dialogues presented above.
The Control Layer is de ned in terms of the following omponents.
We rst de ne a nite set of dialogue-types, alled Atomi DialogueTypes, whi h in lude the ve, non-Eristi , dialogues of the Walton and
Krabbe typology. Atomi Dialogue-types are denoted by the (possibly
indexed) upper ase Roman letters G, H , J , K , et . To denote a dialogue ondu ted a ording to dialogue-type G and on erning a spe i
proposition p, we write G(p), also alled an instantiation of dialoguetype G by topi p. Sometimes we write simply G. We denote the set of
atomi dialogue-types by Atom .
We next de ne Control Dialogues, whi h are dialogues that have as
their dis ussion subje ts not topi s, but other dialogues, and we de ne
them formally as 4-tuples in the manner of subse tion 3.2. They in lude
the Commen ement and Termination Dialogues for any dialogue G(p),
whi h we denote by BEGIN (G(p)) and END (G(p)) respe tively. Another ontrol dialogue is the dialogue in whi h the parti ipating agents
dis uss whether to terminate the Control Layer itself, a dialogue we
denote by END (CONTROL). We denote the set of ontrol dialogues
by Control . The BEGIN (G(p)) dialogue ommen es with an utteran e
by one agent whi h seeks the onsent of the other parti ipating agents
to ommen e a dialogue of type G over proposition p. To a hieve
this onsent, may require embedded dialogues of other types, for instan e, persuasions, information-seeking dialogues, and negotiations. If
a BEGIN (G(p)) dialogue leads to agreement between the parti ipating
agents to ommen e a G(p) dialogue, then the BEGIN (G(p)) dialogue
immediately terminates, and the spe i G(p) dialogue begins. In this
ase, from the moment of termination of BEGIN (G(p)) to the moment
following termination of G(p), the dialogue G(p) is said to be open.
Following termination of G(p), G(p) is said to be losed.
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Also de ned as dialogues are the following ombinations of atomi
or ontrol dialogues or any legal ombination thereof, whi h we term
Dialogue Combinations :
Agent Dialogue Games

If G is a dialogue, then Gn is also a dialogue, being that
dialogue whi h onsists of the n-fold repetition of G, ea h o urren e being undertaken until losure, and then being followed
immediately by the next o urren e.

Iteration:

If G and H are both dialogues, then G; H is also a dialogue, representing that dialogue whi h onsists of undertaking G
until its losure and then immediately undertaking H .
Parallelization: If G and H are both dialogues, then G \ H is also a
dialogue, representing that dialogue whi h onsists of undertaking
both G and H simultaneously, until ea h are losed. 4
Embedding: If G and H are both dialogues, and   M 1  M 2 : : : 
G  G : : : is a nite set of legal lo ution sequen es in G, then
G[H j℄ is also a dialogue, representing that dialogue whi h onsists
of undertaking G until a sequen e in  has been exe uted, and then
swit hing immediately to dialogue H whi h is undertaken until its
losure, whereupon dialogue G resumes from immediately after
the point where it was interrupted and ontinues until losure.
Dialogue H is said to be embedded in G, at one level lower than
G. In the time between when H opens and loses, dialogue G
remains open, no matter how many embedded dialogues H itself
may ontain.
Testing: If p is a w in L, then hpi is a dialogue to assess the truthstatus of p. We assume su h a dialogue returns a truth-value for
p to whi hever was the lowest-level dialogue open at the time
of ommen ement of the testing dialogue. Typi ally, p will be
some proposition whi h has be ome the subje t of ontention in
a dialogue, and whi h makes referen e to the world external to
that dialogue. For example, in dialogue systems asso iated with
a parti ular database, the testing of p may involve an interrogation of the database. In dialogues in s ienti domains, testing
may involve the ondu t of a s ienti experiment, the design,
Sequen ing:

4

As an example of parallel dialogues, omplex human inquiries su h as air- rash
investigations are often divided into simpler, parallel sub-inquiries. Similarly, an intending pur haser of some produ t may engage in simultaneous bilateral negotiations
with potential suppliers.
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analysis and interpretation of whi h may themselves involve mu h
dis ussion.5
We denote by  the losure of the set Atom [ Control under the dialogue ombination operations de ned here. We next onsider the impa t
of dialogue ombinations on the ombination and termination rules
of dialogues, and on the ommitments in urred in parti ular dialogue
o urren es.
3.4. Intera tion of Rules and Commitments
The previous sub-se tion presented a formalism for ombinations of
atomi dialogue-types and derived dialogues. For appli ation of this
formalism, we need to de ne intera tion rules for the dialogue rules and
ommitments arising in the dialogues under the di erent ombinations;
these intera tion rules may be seen as analogous to the bridge rules
between logi s in multi- ontext systems [8℄.
Firstly, we onsider ombination and termination rules under ea h
of the possible Dialogue Combinations. For Iterated, Sequen ed and
Parallel dialogues, these rules for ea h dialogue apply only to that
dialogue and do not intera t, so no intera tion rules are ne essary.
For Embedded dialogues, we assume that the rules of the lowest
(most-deeply embedded) open dialogue and only these apply while this
dialogue is in pro ess; thus, any on i ting rules from higher dialogues
are over-ridden by those of the lowest open dialogue. If a parti ipant
(or parti ipants) does not wish to ondu t an embedded dialogue on
these terms, that parti ipant an always refuse to parti ipate; in other
words, su h a parti ipant would not a ede to a request to have an
embedded dialogue in a BEGIN (G[H j℄) Commen ement dialogue if
he or she did not a ept the rules of H should over-ride those of G
while H is in progress.
Next, for ommitment rules, it is useful to distinguish dialogi from
semanti ommitments. For dialogi ommitments, the intera tion rules
are de ned exa tly as for the intera tion of ombination and termination rules just presented. This is possible be ause dialogi ommitments
have no impa t beyond the dialogue they o ur in. For semanti ommitments, a di erent approa h is required, sin e these ommitments
refer to and may impa t upon external reality. We assume that semanti ommitments arising within a single dialogue o urren e do not
on i t, either be ause su h on i ts are disallowed by the ombination
rules of the dialogue (e.g. pre lusion of ommitment to an a tion and
5
We have proposed formal dialogue-game models for some of these s ienti
dialogues in [22℄.
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to its negation) or be ause the parti ipants to the dialogue, knowing
that semanti ommitments refer to an external reality, do not allow
the dialogue to lose until all on i ting ommitments are resolved. For
on i ts between semanti ommitments from di erent dialogue o urren es, the dialogue parti ipants may have di erent opinions on the
appropriate form of resolution. For example, for dialogues ondu ted
sequentially, one opinion may be that the ommitments from earlier
dialogues should take pre eden e over those from later ones, as is usually the ase in legal and ontra tual domains. Alternatively, another
opinion may be that the ommitments from later dialogues should take
pre eden e, as is usually the ase with party politi al promises, or edi ts
issued by religious authorities.
The appropriate pla e for the resolution of su h di eren es of opinion
is in the Control dialogue before the dialogues in question ommen e.
We therefore atta h a suÆx to our syntax for the various Dialogue
Combinations, whi h indi ates the proposed intera tion rule for the
resolution of any on i ts between semanti ommitments; this is of
the form SC (G(p)) > SC (H (q)), indi ating that the semanti ommitments arising in dialogue G(p) take pre eden e over those arising in
dialogue H (q). Thus, a Commen ement dialogue for two dialogues G
and H to be ondu ted in parallel, with ommitments from the earlier
dialogue to over-ride those from the later, ould be denoted:
BEGIN (G(p) \ H (q ) j SC (G(p)) > SC (H (q )))
If all potential parti ipants are willing to a ept su h a prioritization
onstraint on ommitments then the ommen ement dialogue an terminate, and the parallel dialogues G(p)\ H (q) an start, subje t to the
ommitment intera tion rule expressed by the onstraint SC (G(p)) >
SC (H (q )). If not all parti ipants to the ommen ement dialogue agree
with this onstraint, then the parallel dialogues G(p) \ H (q) will not
open.
This parti ular syntax permits the representation of onstraints on
ommitments in terms of named dialogues, e.g. G and H . Be ause
the formalism of Se tion 3.3 names dialogues and indi ates their order
of ommen ement, a onstraint syntax whi h names dialogues enables
the representation of onstraints in terms of dialogue ommen ement
order. For example, for a sequential dialogue G; H , we may express both
possible prioritizations of onstraints on semanti ommitments based
on the ommen ement order of the two dialogues: SC (G) > SC (H )
and SC (G) < SC (H ). But this does not permit the expression of
onstraints on ommitments in terms of the order of termination of
the dialogues. We therefore introdu e an expression to enable this.
If (G1; G2; : : : ; Gn) is some legal dialogue ombination of the n diAgent Dialogue Games
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alogues G1; G2; : : : ; Gn, and G01; G02 ; : : : ; G0n is some (possibly identi al)
re-ordering and/or renaming of these dialogues, then the expression:
((G1 ; G2; : : : ; Gn) jSC (G01) > SC (G02) > : : : > SC (G0n))
denotes a Commen ement dialogue for the dialogue (G1; G2; : : : ; Gn)
subje t to the onstraint on semanti ommitments expressed in the
suÆx, SC (G01) > SC (G02) > : : : > SC (G0n). We permit renaming
of the n dialogues instantiating  so as to allow for di erent timeorderings, e.g. GLast to nish ; GSe ond Last to nish ; : : : ; GFirst to nish is a
renaming whi h presents the dialogues in reverse order of termination.
In e e t, this onstru tion permits the parti ipants to a dialogue to
jointly provide their own interpretation | their own semanti s | to
the ommitments expressed in dialogues.
3.5. Agent dialogue frameworks
We mentioned earlier that the Control Layer is the level at whi h
dialogues about dialogues are ondu ted. It is useful to onsider a xed
set of agents engaged in dis ussions on a xed set of topi s, a ording
to rules from a xed set of atomi dialogue games. In this ontext, we
assume that the Control Layer has a spe i starting time and ontinues inde nitely into the future, unless and until parti ipating agents
agree to terminate it, through an exe ution of the END (CONTROL)
dialogue. Depending on the rules of asso iation adopted by the parti ipating agents (rules we leave unspe i ed here), termination of the
Control Layer may o ur whenever one parti ipant wishes to withdraw,
or only when a majority wish to do so, or when all but one wish to do
so.6
Drawing on the de nitions given earlier, we now de ne an Agent Dialogue Framework (ADF) as a 5-tuple (A; L; Atom ; Control ; ), where
A is a set of agents, L is a logi al language for representation of
dis ussion topi s, Atom is a set of atomi dialogue-types, Control a
set of Control dialogues and  the losure of Atom [ Control under the ombination rules presented in the previous subse tion. To
reprise, ea h formal dialogue in Atom [Control is de ned as a 4-tuple,
G = (G ; RG ; T G ; CF G ), where: G is the set of legal lo utions, RG
the set of ombination fun tions, T G the set of termination fun tions,
and CF G the set of ommitment fun tions of the dialogue-type G.
The framework we have presented is de ned in terms of rules of
dialogue games and is potentially generative. For it to be so, we would
BEGIN

6
Su h rules of asso iation reveal a onne tion between our work and resear h
de ning institutions in ele troni negotiation [24, 34℄.
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need to have pro edures whi h ould automati ally generate ea h of the
types of dialogues if and when required. We examine how this might
o ur for ea h of the ve atomi dialogue types in the Walton and
Krabbe [36℄ typology.
For Information-Seeking Dialogues an agent a may be preprogrammed as follows: If, in the ourse of a dialogue, a realizes there
is some proposition p for whi h it requires, but does not know, the
truth-value, then a automati ally seeks permission to ommen e an
information-seeking dialogue on erning p. Any other agent who knows
the truth-value of p, for example, be ause it an onstru t a proof of p
or of :p, an be programmed to agree to su h a dialogue and, within it,
to respond with the appropriate truth-value. For defeasible reasoning,
we may have undefeated arguments supporting p or :p rather than
dedu tive proofs. If questioned further, b an present the proof of
or the argument for p to a. Thus, the ADF formalism an generate
information-seeking dialogues. A similar line of reasoning applies to
Inquiry dialogues, ex ept that here agents pool their knowledge and
also potentially their reasoning apabilities (if, for example, they are
using logi s with di erent rules of inferen e). For Persuasion Dialogues we an imagine that agents a and b are pre-programmed as
follows: If a a epts the truth of some proposition p and requires that b
also a epts its truth (for example, to support some joint goal they are
ollaborating on), then a may seek onsent for a persuasion dialogue
for p. If b already a epts the truth of p, it then says so to a and the
dialogue is qui kly on luded. If b does not initially a ept the truth
of p, then b should a ept a proof (or an undefeated argument) for p
when presented by a, provided b is rational and reasonable. Provided a
is rational, a should have su h a proof of (or argument for) p before it
believed p to be true. Thus, for rational agents, we are able to generate
persuasion dialogues.
Negotiation dialogues arise when agents wish to divide a s ar e
resour e between themselves. If divisions of the resour e an be quantied, and if ea h agent has knowledge of their own utilities with regard
to these possible divisions, and the utilities for ea h agent are partially ordered, then a ake- utting algorithm, su h as that des ribed in
[26, Se tion 5℄, ould be used to generate agent lo utions. Note that
one agent's utilities need not be known to the other agents, and the
utilities of di erent agents need not be ommensurate. An alternative
generative me hanism for negotiation dialogues over the pur hase of
onsumer durables is proposed in [23℄, drawing on marketing models
of onsumer de ision making. For deliberation dialogues, there is
no obvious generative me hanism. These dialogues an be initiated
automati ally whenever an agent believes that the group of agents
Agent Dialogue Games
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needs to jointly de ide on a ourse of a tion. If a proposal for a tion is
presented by some agent on e inside su h a dialogue, this proposal ould
be onsidered rationally by ea h of the other agents (assuming as before
they ea h have partially-ordered utilities with respe t to the features of
the proposal, and assuming ea h agent knows its own utilities). Thus a
proposal ould be dis ussed inside the dialogue, and revisions proposed,
based on the individual-agent utilities of ea h proposal. However, it is
not lear how the initial proposal may be automati ally generated when
the deliberation dialogue ommen es. One approa h ould be for the
agent whi h requested the dialogue to propose an a tion at random.
However, this method may take a long time to onverge to an agreed
solution, if indeed it ever terminates.7
If we had generative me hanisms for ea h of the atomi dialoguetypes, then we would have them for all dialogue-types, by simple inspe tion of the Dialogue Combination Rules presented in Se tion 3.3.
4.

Example

We illustrate the framework with a dialogue o urren e between a potential buyer and a potential seller of used motor ars. The example
shows how a dialogue may evolve as information is sought and obtained
by one or other party, and how dialogue-types may be embedded in one
another. Be ause our formalism has been designed for any dialogue
game, it does not spe ify legal lo utions within games. For ease of
understanding therefore, the example is given in a pseudo-narrative
form, with dialogue moves annotated as sub-dialogues open and lose;
we also ignore intera tion onstraints. The two parti ipants, a Potential
Buyer and a Potential Seller, are denoted by B and S respe tively.
BEGIN(INFOSEEK(New ar pur hase))
Potential Buyer B requests ommen ement of an information-seeking dialogue regarding pur hase of a se ond-hand ar.
S: AGREE(INFOSEEK(New ar pur hase))
Potential Seller S agrees. INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 1 opens.
B: REQUEST(Cars,Models)
B asks what ars and models S has available, using legal lo utions in the
INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue.
S: PROPOSE RETURN CONTROL
Return to CONTROL Layer.
B:

7

The modal logi formalism of [25℄, for example, deals with this problem by
assuming ea h agent rst develops its own proposal for a tion and then seeks to
persuade the others to adopt it; thus in Walton and Kabbe's terminology, the
dialogue is modeled as a multi-way persuasion rather than as a deliberation.
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AGREE(RETURN CONTROL)
BEGIN(INFOSEEK(Budget))
S requests ommen ement of an Information-Seeking dialogue regarding
the budget B has available.
B: AGREE(INFOSEEK(Budget))
B agrees. INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 2 opens, embedded in 1.
S: REQUEST(Budget)
B: Budget = $ 8000.
INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 2 loses. Return to INFORMATIONSEEKING Dialogue 1.
S: (Cars, Models) = f(Mazda, MX3), (Mazda, MX5), (Toyota, MR2)g
INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 1 loses. Return to CONTROL Layer.
S: BEGIN(INFOSEEK((Pur hase Criteria))
S requests Information-Seeking dialogue over B's pur hase riteria.
B: AGREE(INFOSEEK((Pur hase Criteria))
INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 3 opens.
S: REQUEST(Pur hase Criteria)
B: Pur hase Criterion 1 = Pri e, Pur hase Criterion 2 = Mileage, Pur hase
Criterion 3 = Age
INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 3 loses. Return to CONTROL Layer.
S: BEGIN(PERSUASION(Make);PERSUASION(Condition of Engine);
PERSUASION(Number of Owners))
S requests a sequen e of three Persuasion dialogues over the pur hase
riteria Make, Condition of the Engine, and Number of Owners.
B: AGREE(PERSUASION(Make);PERSUASION(Condition of Engine);
PERSUASION(Number of Owners))
PERSUASION Dialogue 1 in the sequen e of three opens.
S: Argues that \Make" is the most important pur hase riterion, within any
budget, be ause a typi al ar of one Make may remain in better ondition
than a typi al ar of another Make, even though older.
B: A epts this argument.
PERSUASION Dialogue 1 loses upon a eptan e of the proposition by B.
PERSUASION Dialogue 2 opens.
S: Argues that that \Condition of Engine" is the next most important purhase riterion.
B: Does not a ept this. Argues that he annot tell the engine ondition of
any ar without pulling it apart. Only S, as the Seller, is able to tell this.
Hen e, B must use \Mileage" as a surrogate for \Condition of Engine."
PERSUASION Dialogue 2 loses with neither side hanging their views: B
does not a ept \Condition of Engine" as the se ond riterion, and S does not
a ept \Mileage" as the se ond riterion. PERSUASION Dialogue 3 opens.
S: Argues that the next most important pur hase riterion is \Number of
Owners."
B: Argues that \Mileage" and \Age" are more important than \Number of
Owners."
B:

S:
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Argues that \Number of Owners" is important be ause owners who keep
their ars for a long time tend to are for them more than owners who hange
ars frequently.
B: PROPOSE RETURN CONTROL
Return to CONTROL Layer.
S: AGREE(RETURN CONTROL)
B: BEGIN(NEGOTIATION(Pur hase riteria)
S: AGREE(NEGOTIATION(Pur hase riteria)
NEGOTIATION Dialogue 1 (embedded in PERSUASION Dialogue 3) opens.
B: Says he will a ept \Number of Owners" as the third pur hase riterion
in pla e of \Age" if S a epts \Mileage" in pla e of \Condition of Engine"
as the se ond.
S: Agrees.
NEGOTIATION Dialogue 1 loses. PERSUASION Dialogue 3 resumes
and loses immediately. Return to CONTROL Layer.
B: BEGIN(INFOSEEK(Ratings of ars))
B requests an Information-Seeking Dialogue on erning ratings of ars
against the agreed pur hase riteria.
S: AGREE(INFOSEEK(Ratings of ars))
INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 4 opens.
B: REQUEST(Cars, Models, Pri e, Mileage, Number of Owners)
S: Provides this information.
INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 4 loses. Return to CONTROL Layer.
S:

This example demonstrates a Negotiation Dialogue embedded in
a Persuasion Dialogue, an embedding not permitted in [36℄. In our
example, the persuasion dialogues on ern pur hase de ision riteria,
whi h may be viewed as onstraints on the spa e of the buyer's possible intentions.8 It seems reasonable that negotiations may o ur over
intentions and the onstraints upon them, a view shared by [6℄ in modeling joint problem solving between agents. However, whether or not a
parti ular type of sub-dialogue is appropriate at a spe i pla e in a
larger dialogue should be a matter for the parti ipants to the dialogues
to de ide at the time. The formalism we have presented here enables
su h de isions to be made mutually and ontextually.

8

Pur hase de ision riteria are important for the buyer's de ision be ause they
may determine whi h subset of available produ ts re eive detailed evaluation by the
buyer [18, Chap. 2℄. In this example, the parti ular riteria used by B may result
in a subset ontaining ars whi h are not those whi h S most desires to sell to B at
this time, and so S may well seek to in uen e B's sele tion of riteria. The riteria
therefore be ome part of the broad pur hase negotiation dialogue between the two.
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Dis ussion

The major ontribution of this paper has been to develop a formal
and potentially-generative language for dialogues between autonomous
agents whi h admits ombinations of di erent types of dialogues. Our
formalism extends previous work in formalizing generi dialogue game
proto ols. For example, Prakken [30℄ seeks to develop a generi formalism for dialogue game proto ols, but only those involving persuasion
dialogues. In addition, his formalism does not represent ombinations of
dialogues. Ben h-Capon et al. [3℄ take a di erent approa h, presenting a
generi method for synta ti al spe i ation of a dialogue game in terms
of the dialogi pre- onditions and post- onditions for ea h legal lo ution. Su h a spe i ation may be onsidered as an operational semanti s
for the game proto ol, linking utteran es with states of the dialogue
(although not with mental states of the parti ipants). However, this
formalism, while appli able to any dialogue game type, similarly does
not represent ombinations of dialogues or dialogue types.
Another approa h is the dialogue game framework proposed by
Maudet and Evrard [21℄, in the tradition of omputational linguisti s.
Be ause the explanation of human dialogues and the generation of
arti ial dialogues are key on erns, their formalism in orporates semanti elements, su h as rationality onditions, in the de nition of the
dialogue game syntax. As explained earlier, we are on erned to ensure
proto ols are de ned purely synta ti ally, even when we have spe i
appli ations in mind. Moreover, their framework appears to be fo used
on information-seeking and persuasion dialogues and, as with those
mentioned above, has no means to represent ombinations of dialogues
or dialogue types. Reed's formalism [32℄ avoids these problems, in that
it permits any type or ombination of types of dialogues to be modeled,
with the ex eption of parallel dialogues. However, as explained earlier,
this formalism is des riptive rather than generative, in that it does
not spe ify the forms of utteran es, nor the rules whi h govern their
formation, issuan e and e e ts.
In ontrast, the ADF formalism we have proposed permits the representation of any type of dialogue and a wide diversity of ombinations
of dialogues and dialogue types; it does so in a manner whi h is purely
synta ti , and whi h is potentially generative as well as des riptive.
The formalism provides a single, unifying framework for representing
disparate types of dialogue, in luding those in the typology of [36℄. In
addition, our formalism is modular, so that other dialogue types may be
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inserted readily into the framework, dire tly or as embedded dialogues.9
Be ause the ADF stru ture is a logi al formalism, it may also fa ilitate
the study of the formal properties of dialogue game proto ols, e.g. their
omputational omplexity. Re ent work by one of us has looked at
the satis ability and omplexity of using logi al languages for agent
negotiation [38℄. The issue of parti ipant strategies in dialogue games
is another area amenable to formal analysis through a logi al formalism.
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